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Elite HAND
STRETCH

WRAP

Did you
know?

All of our stretch
wrap is made
on site at our

warehouse here
in the UK!
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WE CAN SAVE
YOU UP TO 50%

Produced on site for a quicker lead time

Less film is required to wrap a pallet,
reducing film usage by up to 50%

Developed to supersede thicker films
without compromising load stability

Elite stretches and locks out, improving
load stability and holding force

KEY FEATURES
High performance

Improved load stability

Reduce packaging waste

Very strong & lightweight 

Manufactured from high quality clear
films available in a range of sizes and
colours (Blue, red, green and black)

Strong film that keeps your items stable
and secure

WATCH
THE VIDEO

https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Elite-Hand-Wrap-.mp4


MACHINE 
STRETCH WRAP

More film per roll and
less production/line 

stoppages. 

Use up to 50%
less film to wrap 

a pallet

Lock out technology
takes load stability

to a new level 
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Wrap 30% more
pallets per hour!

Stronger. Infinity film 
can stretch up to 320%

Significant increase 
in load stability

up to 50% reduction
in plastic consumption 



STRETCH WRAP
MACHINES
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FM50 EASY WRAP
Cost effective and perfect for minimising health and
safety risks 

Equip with an adjustable film break, allowing
for thin and pre-stretched films to be processed

Tightly wrapped pallets with minimum film usage

Reduces health & safety issues. NO back injuries
NO walking backwards and LESS fatigue

Simple to operate with no electrical components

NEW

SIMPLY
Simply economic and easy to use. Perfect for
wrapping 10-30 pallets per day. 

Speed of carriage separated adjustable in
upwards & downwards movement

Max load weight 1500kg

Ideal for use with pre-stretched films, but can also
be used with films without a cardboard core

Load height sensing photocell

SAVING MACHINE
The simple and economic choice.

Stretched film up to 250% improving your load
stability

Wrap up to 20 pallets per hour and maximise your
film uage

Max load 1500kg and wrapping height of 2000mm

Reduce packaging waste

Speed of carriage separated adjustable in upwards
& downwards movement

Stretches fi lm
up to 250%!

MOTION
A self-propelled wrapping machine for wrapping
pallets of any size, weight and shape.

Opening for forklift left & right

Load height sensing photocell

Wrapping height max. 2200mm

High frequency battery charger integrated

Reduce plastic - improve load stability - wrap more paets

WATCH
THE VIDEO

WATCH
THE VIDEO

WATCH
THE VIDEO

https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/FM50-EASYWRAP.mp4
https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/SIMPLY-stretch-wrap-machine.mp4
https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/MOTION-robot-wrapper.mp4


LOAD
STABILITY
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Load stability is crucial for the transit of your goods. Our team are experts that can
help determine what you need to improve your load stability. The Clingfoil load
stability range includes:

Top sheets  

Slip sheets

Edge boards: 

Stabustrap  

TOP SHEETS
Polythene sheets that will
protect your pallets from
dust and the elements.

STABUSTRAP
Cost-effective and 100%
recyclable strap that will

increase your load stability.

EDGE BOARDS
Cost-effective and efficient

way to protect box edges
and stabilise your pallet.

SLIP SHEETS
Stabilise your pallets and

prevent slippage in transit.

Watch the load stability video now! WATCH
THE VIDEO

Speak to our team today
for a load stability audit!

https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Load-Stability.mp4


TAPES 
SELF ADHESIVE MACHINE PAPER TAPE
Strong adhesive paper tape for machines.

Easily applied with or without
a tape dispenser

100% Recyclable and
biodegradable

300 meter rolls

Strong adhesion in high
and low temperatures

WATER ACTIVATED TAPE MACHINE
New manual water activated tape dispenser 

No electricity required

Refillable and spill-resistant water tank holds 227ml of water
activating 114 meters of tape

Soft touch tape delivery, dispensing 254mm of tape; repeat
push lever for longer tape length 

NEW

Portable, lightweight design, perfect for limited workspaces

WATER ACTIVATED TAPE
The ultimate eco-friendly case taping method.

Cost effective, as less tape is required for a satisfactory seal 

Secure, offering the highest level of tamper evidence

100% Recyclable and biodegradable without needing to be
separated from cardboard

Available in plain, white or printed

ELECTRONIC WATER ACTIVATED TAPE DISPENSER
Heavy duty, self oiling blade

Tape length adjustable in 0.5” increments up to 3050mm

High capacity water bottle wetting up to 3,600 meters of 70mm
wide tape

Water activated tape is a cost effective, environmentally friendly and a more secure  taping solution.

PRINTING AVAILABLE

WATCH
THE VIDEO

PRINTING AVAILABLE

SELF ADHESIVE PAPER TAPE
Self-adhesive and eco-friendly.

Easily applied with or without
a tape dispenser and
available in machine rolls

100% recyclable and
biodegradable 

Offers a strong, and long
lasting bond

Available in plain or
printed

NEW

TAPE MACHINES

WATCH
THE VIDEO
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WATCH
THE VIDEO

WATCH
THE VIDEO

https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/PAPERTAPE_V2.mp4
https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/GUMMED-PAPER-TAPE.mp4
https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/BP222-Manual-Water-Activated-Tape.mp4
https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/BP555-TAPE-DISPENSER.mp4


CARTON SEALING MACHINE
Semi-automatic case taping machine incorporates case
taping technology with automatic adjustment for different
sized cartons which will detect the height and the width of
the box as it is loaded onto the conveyor.

Simultaneous top and bottom carton sealing 

Packing speed up to 35 cartons per minute

Great stand alone machine that can easily be integrated
into your production line 

Increased productivity and consistent finish

WATCH
THE VIDEO

PRINTED TAPES
Designed to make your packaging process quicker and
more efficient.

Water-based acrylic, hot melt or solvent

Personalised printing available to reinforce brand
recognition

Widths between 12mm and 75mm held in stock in clear,
brown, and coloured varieties

PRINTING AVAILABLE

EVERGREEN TAPE
New generation strong, eco-friendly adhesive tape.

Easily applied with or without a tape dispenser

Performs well in temperatures close to 0°C

Recyclable in a self adhesive polypropylene

Available in hand rolls or machine rolls

990m machine rolls now available 

NEW
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SAVE TIME SAVE MONEY REDUCE PLASTIC

Clingfoil wi
help you.. .

Streamline your packaging line with Clingfoil!

WATCH
THE VIDEO

WATCH
THE VIDEO

100% Recyclable
Solvent free tape

https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/PRINTED.mp4
https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/EVERGREEN.mp4
https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Carton-Sealing-Machine.mp4


REGULAR CARTONS DIE CUT BOXES
Our regular cartons can be made to any size 
you require, all we need to know is what board 
grade you would like (single wall, double wall or 
triple wall), and the dimensions. We can even 
have these printed to match your branding. 

Our die cut boxes are available in a range of 
standard designs that we can adapt to ensure 

the perfect size and strength for your product. 

CRASH LOCK BOXES
Designed to make your packaging process quicker
and more efficient. When opened the base locks into
place no tape required!

100% recyclable and biodegradable 

Featuring a self-seal adhesive strip and tear strip

Available in a range of sizes, suitable for products
most shapes and sizes

BOXES
PRINTING AVAILABLE

PRINTING AVAILABLE
PRINTING AVAILABLE

Step 1: Grab your box Step 2: Pop open your box & pack it Step 3: Seal your carton

Reduce your packing time by 60%! 

STEP 1
IMAGE

WATCH
THE VIDEO

Reduce your packing time to as little as 9 seconds
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Speak to our team about
personalised boxes with our
HIGH QUALITY print service 

Want to put the personal
touch on your boxes?

https://www.clingfoil.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/crash-lock-box.mp4



